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Summer School Offers
Diversity of Courses
By JON McGINTY
THE SUMMER session at Lawrence this June repre sents the initial step toward the development of a fourterm academic year for .the University. Beginning one
· eek after graduation , the eightweek session will offer a wide
range of undergraduate courses,
as well as four special graduate
workshops in botany, , English
composition, theatre production
and church music.
MISS Elyse Rinkenberger, di.rector of the summer session, notes
that "this will be Lawrence's initial attempt at a summer program , providing a fuller use of our
educational facilities as a servic:e
to alumni and friends in the Fox
River valley communities, as well
as Lawrentians and other college
students."
The summer visitor program
offers r e g u l a r undergraduate
courses and special institutes for
teachers, students in good standing at other colleges or universities, high school graduates planning to enter a college or university and who desire to make an
early start, and college graduates
seeking additional course work or
language preparation for graduate work.

The regular degree program
p€rmits Lawrentians to continue
work during the summer toward
fulfillment of the requirements of
a Lawrence degree. Also, incoming freshmen are allowed the opportunity for an early start in
their Lawrence career.
THE idea of a summer sessfon
was first discussed in conjunction
with the initiation of the 3-3 system at Lawrence. At that time ,
the idea was to have a full-blown
fourth term during the summer.
The Ford foundation support, in
fact, was given with the notion of
expanding the use of present fa.
cilities, most likely in the summer, although no specific details
were given.

President Curtis W. Tarr 's suggestion, based upon his experience with the summer session at
Stanford, was that we not ~mmit ourselves to a fourth term
setup with its tremendous costs,
administration and s-cheduling
problems, but rather initiate some
less ambitious summer plan.
whose success might encourage
its further development, possibly
into a fourth term in the future.
"THE present program ," Tarr
states , "is in my opinion the best

Thetas, Delts to Hold
Roaring '20's Party
Kappa Alpha Theta and Delta
Tau Delta will sponsor a Roaring
ri:wenties Bowery party tomorrow
at Sabre Lanes.
Co-chairmen for the party are
Marge Frank and Bill Benowicz.
Buses will leave the quad at 8 : 15
and 8:45 p.m. The ·charge is 75c
bus fare per couple.

kind of initial modification of the
program eventually hoped for at
Lawrence."
The schedule provides for morning and afternoon classes four
days a week, with Wednesdays and
week-ends free for study and research, or for recreational activities.

Individual and team sports will
be organized by Clyde Rusk, assistant professor of physical education , and will include everything from volleyball to chess.
IN addition, Rusk will make information available on other activities in the area, such as sailing,
fishing and swimming.
Classes will be held in the Music-drama center and the Sdence
halls, which are air-conditioned.
Student housing will be provided
by Colman and Plantz halls, with
dining at Colman. Also, special
p1cmcs are planned in Colman
court, and barbeques on Union

hill.
There is no matriculation fee for
Lawrence students, although they
will pay for room, board and tuition . Finandal aid is available
·on the basis of need in the form
of partial tuition grants, as mentioned in last week's Lawrentian.
MISS Rinkenberger , whose efforts are primarily responsible for
the organization of the session,
warns that enrollment is limited,
and advises early application. The
room deposit is due on or before
June 7.
"Over 120 Lawrence students
attended summer school elsewhere last summer," said Miss
Rinkenberger. " I hope such students seriously consider the unique
opportunities provided by the
summer session at Lawrence
when' making plans for this summer. "

WLFM To Present
Special Commentary
WLFM, 91.1 me., will have as
a highlight next week a special
commentary on the Warren commission report. The commission,
under the chairmanship of former Supreme Court Chief Justice
Earl Warren, was authorized by
Congress to investigate the circumstances surrounding the presidential assassination of Novemb€r,
1963.

Edwin Diamond answers questions about the findings of the
commission and their implications.
program is part of
WLFM's "World of the Paperback" series heard each Thursday
at 5 p.m.

The

Mon., June 6, 8:30 a.m . ....... Classes meeting at 9:20

.

(except Music 22A )

Mon., June 6, 1:30 p.m . . ..... . Classes meeting at 8:00 T T
Tues., June 7, 8:30 a.m. ... . . . Classes meeting at 1:10 M W
Tues., June 7, 1:30 p.m. . ...... Classes meeting at 9:20 T T S

Wed., June 8, 8:30 a.m ........ Classes meeting at 10:40 M W F
Wed., June 8, 1:00 p.m . . ..... .Classes meeting at 2:30 M W F
and Music 22A
Classes not included in this time schedule may determine
their own time of examination and report the decision to the
registrar by May 1; any that have not been reported by that time
will have a -time assigned . The assigned time will be given in
the first publishing of the schedule to appear after May 1.

IN REHEARSAL for · John Gay's "Beggar's Opera," Marti Virtue and Phil
Shallat compare profiles. The production will be presented by the Lawrence university Theater on May 12-15.

Phi Beta Kappa Announces
Election of Eleven Seniors
TH~ LAWRENCE chapter of Phi Bet~ Kappa, national honorary scholarship
fratern~ty _ a~nounced yes,t erday the election of 11 seniors to membership. At the
same time P1 Kappa Lambda, national honorary musical fraternity announced
that two seniors and one junior
had been honored with membership.
THE students elected to· Phi
Beta Kappa are Corry Azzi , Chuck
Bennison, Gordon Bond , Elliott
Bush , Don Eagles, B. Jo Kounovsky , Louise Loveridge, Dick Mewaldt, Pamela Smith. Carolyn
Stickney and Sarah Trump.
Seniors Ruth Dahlke and Suzanne Miller and junior Nan Orthmann were elected to Pi Kappa
Lambda.

Dan LeMahieu was awarded
the Freshman -cup, given annually to "the male student currently
enrolled who has achieved the
highest average for the work of
his freshman year."
THE newly elected Phi Betas
will join Susan Anderson. Carol
Bellinghausen, Barbara Bradley,
Maija Dreimane, David Foxgrover, Bob Kadarauch , and Nick
Vogel who were elected last fall.

Azzi is an e<!Onomics major from
Westchester, Ill. He has been rush
chairman and secretary of Sigma
Phi Epsilon and plays footb;:,.JL

Bennison, a history major from
Kalamazoo , Mich., is a member
of Mace , a local honorary organization for men. He has been on
New Student committee, Homecoming committee, and Prospective Student committee and served as chainnan of the latter.
HE has been a memb€r of SEC,
a counselor and has worked for
the Lawrentian. In addition he
has been corresponding secretary
of Delta Tau Delta.
Bond is a math ma.ior from
Crystal Lake, Ill. He has. been
pledge trainer and recording secretary of Beta Theta Pi and served as co·chairman of the Social
committee of SEC.

He has been a counselor. has
worked for the Ariel a nd is a

Senate Co01bines Positions,
Accepts Unrivaled Petitions
By DAVID R. BEAM
PETITIONS for the five remaining committee chairmanships were voted acceptance at Monday night's
Student Senate meeting. Only two of the positions had
more than one applicant. The
Union committee co-chairmanship
was sought successfully by Ruth
Charlton and Richard Lim. Sara
Battersby and Steve Good also
submitted a petition.
PEP committee leadership went
to Linda Buchanan and Cheryl
Howenstein, chosen over LaRayne
Rudi and Dinny Barshell.
Sue Keene ,and Chuck Porter
will head Prospective Student
committee next year. Waiving the
section of the by-laws requiring
previous experience, Steve SedgPOLITICAL SCENCE CLUB
The Political Science club
will meet _a t 8 p.m. Thursday,
April 29 at the residence of Dr.
Minoo D. Adenwalla, 222 N.

Union st. Tony Valukas will
discuss France, the United
States and ·n uclear weapons.

·
wick was elected head of Hand·
book committee.

President Mark Saltzman asked
that Speakers and Convocation
committees be joined on a oneyear trial basis.
NO petitions for the chairrnanship of Convo committee had been
received, he said. A motion approving the merger was voted approval and Craig Harris elected
head of the joint group .
C. J. Eckert announced th.at peti·
tions for the chairmanship of New
Student week would be due to him
or Kris Sodergren this Sunday.
Treasurer Al Stern requested that
next year's committee budgets be
submitted by M.ay 3.
Information asked for included
planned expenses for next year,
appropriations received this year,
and a justification for any projected increases.
A

'
member of L-club as a basketball
player.
BUSH is an English major from
Oshkosh . He has worked for People-to-People , WLFM , and is a
member of the Lawrence Independents' association.
He sings in the concert choir
and the men's glee club, acts for
the Sunset players and has received a Wesley .fellowship.
Continued on Page 2

Facuity Membe·rs
To Give Recital
Miss Kristin Webb, Dan C.
Sparks, Mrs. Miriam Duncan and
James Ming will present the
twelfth in the 1964-65 series of
faculty recitals at 8: 15 p .m. Friday, April 30, in Harper hall.
Miss Webb and Mrs. Duncan,
who play the flute and harpsichord respectively, will perform
the Sonata in B minor, Op. 1, No.
4 by Marcele and Bach's Suite in
C minor.
Sparks will join Miss Webb on
the clarinet to present the Sonetina for Flute und Klarinetts
by Krench , the Sonatina pour
Flute et Clarinette by Michael,
and the Chores No. 2 pour Flute
et Clarinette by VillaLobos.
Ming will accompany Sparks on
the piano to perform Sonata for
Clarinet and Piano by Francis
Paulenz.

Schneider, Student
R

eceive Recognition

Dr. Harold K. Schneider, associate professor of anthropology,
was elected president of the cen,t ral states anthropological society at a recent meeting at Lexington, Ky., having just completed a term as second vice president.
At the same meeting Carolyn
Stickney, senior, received third
place in the student competition
for the Elsie Clews Parson prize
for her paper "Bantu Religion:
Philosophy of Magic."

Azzi

Be nnison

Bond

Mewaldt is a phys ics major
from Lacrosse , a member of the
concert choir, the men 's glee club ,
the Messiah choir and the Lawrence Singers.
HE received the freshman Mace
cup and was a member of the
Special Prnj ects committee and
the Polling committees of SEC .
He has been a head counselor and
is a member of Phi Delta Theta.
Mfss Smith is an anthropology
major from Woodstock, Ill., who
spent her junior year at Barnard
college. She has been a member'
of Lantern, the Union and Prospective Student committees, People-to-People and the Sailing club.
Miss Stickney is an anthropology
major from Rochester , Minn. She
is a member of the Symphony orchestra and the Anthropology
club. In addition she has received honors and high honors.
Miss Trump is a French major
from Wooster, Ohio. She spent her
junior year in France and has
served as archivist of Kappa Alpha Theta.

SYLVESTER & NIELSEN, Ince
Appleton, Wisconsin

Smith

Miller

Stickney

Trump
-'Photos Courtesy of
Pechman Studios

PHI BETA KAPPA
Continued from Page 1

Immediate Confirmation of Reservations
See MARY PROCTOR, our Campus Representative
at RE 4-9043

Eagles is a bio-chemistry major .from Fargo, N.D. , who has
been a member of the Symphony
orchestra.
He has also been
scholarship chairman of Phi Kappa Tau.
MISS Kounovsky is an English
major from 'Minot, N.D., who
t r a n s f e rred from Milwaukee-

RE CITAL POSTPONED
The piano · irecital of Heidi
Eiserer planned for Thursday,
April 29, has been postponed
to Thursday, May 6.
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Have a

Springiest!

5:00-National Education Radio
Network
5:30-Dinner Musioale
6: 50---'Lawrence University
News and Sports
7: 00-Concert Hall
9:00-Special Show

FRANK and PAT'S PIZZA
PALACE
815 West College Ave. ·

NEXT WEEK'S HIGHLIGHTS
AprH 22-May 3

RE 4-9131

FREE DORM DELIVERY on Two ·or More Pizzas
Until 1:00 a .n:, .
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VIKING
NOW!!

wonder! It's 65 % Dacron* polyester 35 % cotton p~plin,_fas12_ioned _into actio n-y
man -tailored Bermudas. 5-15.

$4.98
Jr. Sportswear-Prange's Second Floor Fashions

• DuPont trade name for its ~~!~1:ster__f~re

Saturday, April 24Sailing club Inter..Collegiate
regatta : 9 a.rn., Neenah-Nodaway Yacht basin
WRA softball (inter-class ):
10:30 a.m. and 4 p.m. Union hill
Kappa Alpha Theta and Delki
Tau Delta Bowery party:
8:30-12:30 p.m., Sabre Lanes
Sunday, April 25Kappa Delta brat fry: 5-7 p.m.,
Union hill
Lawrence Symphonic band:
8:15 p.m., Chapel
Monday, April 26Junior recital-Barbara Dancey,
soprano: 8:15 .p .m., Harper
Tuesday, April 27Science Colloquium-Sister Miriam Michael Stimson, professor of Chemistry, Sienna
Heights college: 4:30 p ,m.,
161 Youngchild
Wednesday, April 28Anthropology Club lecture-Dr.
Marshall B. Clinard, professor
of sociology, University of
Wisconsin: 8 p.~ .• Art center
Thursday, April 29Convocation-Mace and Mortar
Board, 10:40 a.m., Chapel
Political Science club meeting:
8 p.m., Dr.- Adenwalla's residence.
Senior recital - Heidi Eiserer,
piano : 8:15 p.m., Harper
Friday, April 30Student rec.ital: 2:30 p.m.,
Harper
Sage open house: 8-10:30 p.m.
Facuity recital-Kristen Webb,
flute ; Dan Sparks, clarinet:
8:15 p.m., Harper

WLFM PROGRAM NOTES
Daily
4 : 45-Guard Session

COME TO

%%% %%

Calendar

1

Downer. She has served as cosocial chairman of LWA and as
president of Orchesis.
Miss Loveridge is an English
major from Milwaukee. She was
a member of Sunset players, worn-

Handsome is ... and handsome stays. No

Mewaldt

en's chorus, Messiah choir and
was secretary of Lantern.

For the BEST ~UYS in SCHOOL SUPPLIES, ART
and DRAFTING MATERIALS

209 East College Avenue

Loveridge

Kounovsky

Eagles

Dahlke

Bush

75c to 6 p.m. (Except Sun. )

THE EPIC
STORY
OF THE
GREAT
SOUTHWESTI

The Warren Commission ReportCommentary by Edwin Diamond: 5 p.m. Thursday
Down the Road-Folk Music:
9 p.m. Wednesday
Gateway to Ideas-Africa: Past
and Present: 5 p.m. Wednesday
Modern Jazz-9:00 p.m. Thursday
American Radio Journal-Featuring C. P. Snow and Norman
Carrol, Concertmaster of the
Minneapolis Symphony: 9 p.
m. Sunday
Sounds of the World Stage - La
Gioconda: 1:45 p.m. Sunday
English Madrigals and Folk
Songs : 7 p.m. Sunday
Lawrence Univers ity Presents Performances by students and
faculty of the Conservatory:
4:45 p.m. Friday
Brahms String Quartet: 7 p.m.
Wednesday
Handel-"Israel in Egypt" Liverpool Philharmonic and Huddersfield Choral Society: 7
p,1n. Monday

IT'S ABOUT TIME
At 1000 hours GMT Sunday,
Wisconsin will change from
Central Santdard Time to Cen.

tt·al Daylight Time.
All else failing, arise at 2
a.m. CST Sunday and set your
clock ahead to 3 a.m. CDT.
Good morning,

April 23, 1965

Syniphon.y to Give Concert
Of Hainilton, Reed Works

0 954 ).

HAMILTON, ranking composer
at Duke university, has written
for a broad number of media. He
first gained attention for his "Overture, 1912.''
The "Prometheus" suite reflects
various aspects of the sufferings
of the mythological figure as he
lies chained to the rock by Zeus.
Schroeder describes it as "in a
sense, a ch.amber work for band
which uses the traditional band
sound never at all, and instead
tries to explore the million other
possibilities of the medium which
are so seldom touched, if they are
even re,alized at all."
Among Hamilton's techniques
are "'Klangfarben - melodies,"
~'pointillism" and the passing of
rhythmic patterns between groups
of instruments. All sections of

Cadets Represent

Arnold Air Group
At National Meet
Cadet Capt. Jeff Cook and cadet
1st Lt. Bill Rowe represented Lawrence's John Stuart Mills squadron of the Arnold Air society .at
the national AAS conclave in
Washington, D. C., April 11-15.
The Air Force and the Lawr ence Alumni association jointly
sponsored the sending of the two
delegates to the conclave at Howard university in Washington.
In addition to attending legislative business meetings, Cook and
Rowe heard addresses by keynote
speakers Gen. Eugene M. Zuckert,
secretary of the air force ; Brig.
Gen. W. C. Lindley, commandant
of AFROTC; and Bernard A.
Schriever, commander of Air
Force Systems command.
The two also attended a formal
Dining-In and a military ball, yet
sti11 found some time for sightseeing in the city.
Arnold Air society js a professional honorary service organization advocating the support of
aerospace power.
Next year's conclave is scheduled for Dallas, Texas.

MAGAZINES and
TOBACCOS

Jerry's Pipe Shop

Page Thr~e

Sociologist to Give Lecture
'Perspectives on Deviance'

LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY Symphonic band, under the direction of Fred G. Schroeder, professor 9f
music, will present a concert of 20th century music
.at 8: 15 p.m. Sunday, April 25, in
the 'Chapel. The concert features
t wo contemporary wind ensemble
suites by American composers
Iain Hamilton and H. Owen Reed,
.. Tne Chaining of Prometheus"
0 963) and " La Fiesta Mexicana"

The LAWRENTIAN

"PERSPECTIVES on Deviance" is the title of a public lecture to be given by Dr. Marshall B. Clinard, professor ·of sociology, University of Wisconsin, at 8 p.m.

the score are closely related
thematically.
REED'S score is a musical portrayal of a Mexican fiesta with
pealing bells, the spatter of fireworks, the quiet of dawn, and the
mid-day sounds of parade, the bull
fight and the frenzy of Aztec
dancers.
The composer is a member of
the music · faculty of Michigan
State university, East Lansing,
Mich.

Other works planned are the
'"Concert Music for Band," Op.
41, (1926 ) by Hindemith; "Elevations" (1964) by Robert Linn; and
"A Festive Overture" 0963) by
Alf red Reed.
Both the Hamilton and Linn
scores will be given their midwest
concert premieres on Sunday's
program.

PUBLIC relations representative
Ted Silvey of the AFL-C10 spoke

on "Technology and Its Implications for Employers and Labor
Unions" last Monday night.

Wednesday, April 28, at the Worcester Art center.
CLINARD has taught at mor~
than a half dozen American universities, among them the University of Iowa, Yale, Vanderbilt, St.
Lawrence and Brigham Young,
and was a Fulbright research professor at the University of Stockholm, Sweden.
From 1941 to 1943 he w.as chief
of criminal statistics for the U.S.
bureau of the census, and from
1943 to 1945 served as chief of the
analysis and reports branch,. and
princip,al statistician of the enforcement department of the office of price administration, Washington, D.C.
Throughout his career he .has

studies.

Weis Gives Lecture

Two Conservatory Juniors
To Give Recital Monday
BARBARA DANCEY and Mary Beldo, conSiflrvatory juniors, will p~esent a voice and piano recital at
8 :15 p.m. next Monday, April 26 in Harper hall .
Music on their program includes
three sacred arias for soprano
with instrumental obligato by J . S.
Bach, songs of Mozart and Granados, the "Sonata in B Flat Major," 1K. 333, by Mozart, and "Excursions for the Piano," Op. 20,
by Barber.
Assisting with the performance
are Ruth Dahlke, oboe; Mary Finnegan, flute; John Hall, harpsichord; Margery Homfeld, violincello; and Susan Raccoli, piano.
Fred Lerdahl helped in the arrangements of the Bach arias.
'Miss Dancey's most recent concert appearance came as the
Countess Almaviva in the Lawrence opera theatre's production
of "The Marriage of Figaro" by
Mozart in January.
She was heard earlier this season as a soloist with the men's
-and women's choruses in "A Ceremony of Carols" by Benj8.1Jlin
Britten. She sang with the worn-

en's chorus as a freshman, and
with the concert choir and Lawrence singers in her sophomore
and junior years.
She is currently chapter president of Sigma Alpha Iota, women's national professional music
sorority.
She has made frequent solo appearances at local churches, and
sings professionally with the Dave
Kennedy Singers of Milwaukee.
Miss Beldo was hea.ro last in a
contemporary musicale at Lawrence in February and has made
a number of recital appearances
as an accompanist.
A member of women's chorus as
a freshman, she has sung with the
Lawrence singers and concert
choir, and has played with the
concert band as a sophomore and
junior. She is also a member of
Sigma Alpha Iota.

acted as consultant to various
agencies on problems of urban
development. The Ford foundation 's urban community development program for India has engaged him twice during the last
six years.
DURING the period 1945-64 he ·
held a variety of ·positions dealing
with alcohol studies, sex deviance,
public welfare, criminology and
urban studies.
He is associate editor of the Sociologkal Qoorterly. author or coauthor of five books and monographs, contributor to seven more
books, and author of nearly 30
published articles on criminology,
deviance and urban development

To Green

Bay

Club

Leonard W. Weis, assistant professor of geology, gave a lecture
on "The Anorthosite Problem" before the Geology club of the Nevme Public museum in Green Bay
on Wednesday.
The formation of anorthosite, an
ancient rock of which the Adirondack mountains are a notlable example, has been debated by geologists.
The primary question is whether anorthosite is formed from a
liquid or a solid. On the basis of
his investigations of ianorthosite
in Wisconsin, Weis holds with the
liquid theory.

Clinard received B.A. and M. ~.
degrees from Stanford um;ersity,
and a PhD. from the University of
Chicago. His appearance is sponsored by the Lawrence Anthropology club.

Pea~ Corps Sets
Campus Test Time
The Peace corps will be administering its first on-campus tests
at 2 p.m. Thursday, April 29 in
room 120 of Stephenson hall.
Those intending to take the
tests who have not already filled
out the questionnaiTes must do
so before Thursday. Questionni.~ires are available from Miss
Dohr at Sampson house.

,A,LETON STATE BANK

Member FDIC

4 NliMtM-VWiGF

The Year of
The Tiger ...
And the roar wilt be one of
approval when the she-cats

see you decked out in a pair
of these arrow-narrow H.I.S.
Slacks from our cagey collection.

CAMPUS
B-ARBER SHO·P
for appointment

Singing goes better refreshed.
And Coca-Cola-with that special zing,,
but never too sweet refreshes best.

Dial RE 9-1805
231 East College Ave.
Appleton, Wis.

things

For DISTINCTIVE
MERCHANDISE

b~~th

Coke

Treasure Box

Gift Shop

TP ~/. 0.. :111,ii ,<@

We welcome you to come
in and browse
313 E . College Ave.

go

,,,FOR MaNs WUllt

Bottled under tho authority of The Coca•Cola Company by: ·

LaSalle Bottling Company, .Oshkosh, Wisconsin
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·Course Schedule Changes
THE REGISTRAR has made the following changes
in the courSie schedule for next year. A memorandum
of these changes has been sent to faculty advisers but
this is ilie first notice t.o students. ·
Sophomores and juniors, who given at 9:20 IMWF; the time will
must make out their schedules for
be arranged.
a full year in advance, should pay
PSYCHOLOGY
especial attention to the full year's
29 Psychology of Esthetics will
changes, not only those for the
be given by Mr. Bucklew Term
faH term.
I, 10:40 MWF; the laboratory will
Students are advised to keep a be aTranged.
c~py of t:h€se changes for refer47 Psychology of Thinking.
ence since no further notice to Change time to 1: 10-4: 30 Monday
students is planned.
and the instructor to Squter.
ANTHROPOLOGY
1Mr. Bucklew will offer a second
34 Ethnology of Middle America
section of ContempoNU")' Areas of
will be given in alternate years ; Research in Psychology (56). The
it will be omitted in 196.5-66.
prerequisite for the section i3 that
41 Method .and Theory in Argiven for Psychology 57.
The
chaeology will be omitted in 1965topic for 1965-66 will he a sys66.
tematic study of cybernetic the42 Language, Culture and Soory.
ciety will be given in alternate
RELIGION
years ; it will be offered in 196513 Motifs of Biblical Faith.
66.
Change the instructor to Mr.
BIOLOGY
Thompson.
34 Experimental Ecolegy will
29 Archaeology of the Bible
he given in the third term.
will not be given in 1965-66.
GOVERNMENT
37 studies in Religious Thought
52 will be given in Term HI.
will be given 'by Mr. Stanley in
ENGLISH
Term III, 1:10-3:50 TT.
22 Seminar in Literary ComposiSOPHOMORE STUDIES
tion. Change the course number
15-16B. Sophomore Studies in
to 23.
the Social Sciences will not be
lOSTORY
given.
1B (Tenn II, Mr. Breunig) will
not be given.
27 will be given in Tenn III.
54 Modern Europe. 1870..1914,
will be given in Term H at 9:20
MWF by Mr. Breunig.
PHYSICS
3 General Physics, Term III.
Laboratory Monday or Tuesday.
33-34 Electricity and Magnetism
will be given at 8:00 TTS in Terms
I , II.
36 Solid State Physics will not be

SPANISH
52 will be given in Term III at

years.
57-58 Organ Pedagogy, offered
in 1965-66, will be given in alternate years.

*
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Appleton's Most Convenient Bonk"
M E M B E R

Sage hall will be the site of
'Childhood Revisited" from 8: 0010 : 30 p.m. Friday, April 30, when
the women will hold an open
house, under the chairmanship
of Jo Meeker.
The Sage women will welcome
all visitors and will be happy to
assist freshman women in selecting rooms for next year. Refreshments will be served.

Ethicist To Discuss
Church, Moral Life
Dr. James B. Nelson , associate
professor of Christian e~hics and
systematic theology at the United
Theological seminary of the Twin
Cities, will give the annual PostEaster Lecture series at the First
Congregational church next week.
Nelson's subject will be "The
Church and the Moral Life." Students are invited to attend the
lectures which will be held at
7:30 p.m. this Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday at the church, 121 W.
Lawrence st.
In addition to the lectures, plans
have been made for Nelson to
meet with prospective freshman
counselors on Sunday af,ternoon
at 4 p.m. in the Riverview lounge.
All interested students will be
welcome at this meeting.

F. D. I. C.

tt
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Component-quality stereo
at spectacular savings!

DEAQLINES
All submissions to the Lawrentian must be in the office,
room B-6 Main hall, no later
than '7:30 p.m. Tuesday preceding publication. Submissions received later than this
cannot he considered for publication unless prior arrangements have been made with the
editor...
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Fisher 50
Portable

f3tWAffS OF POWER • .FULLY TRANSISTORIZED.
LIGHTWEIGHT, ROYALITE® LUGGAGE

Garrard 4-speed Automat ic Turntable
• Pickering high-compli anc e
magnetic cartridge • D1Ll mond
stylus for long playing record s
• Fisher 30-Watt Transistorized
Amplifier • Fisher Free-Piston
Speaker Systems • Two 10-ft cables

for: wide stereo separation

$229.50

An elegant, low seam,
square toe sports casmil with dash and
style. Real smart, real
pretty.
·

$9.95 to $10.9S

Valley Radio Distributors

Heckert

518 N. Appleton St., Box 975

·Shoe Co.

RE 3-6012

Lantern Aids Hospital
School,Oneidalndians
STUDENTS AT Lawernce contribute their time and
service to the community by working with Lantern.
This student charity and service organization boasts
no membership roster other than
its 15-member steering board. It
has no precisely defined service
goals or projects. Yet it annually
offers financial support to seven
educationc_1l and charitable organizations and supports programs at
Outagamie County hospital , Winnebago State hospital and Mor•
gan school. It also works with the
Episcopal and Methodist churches
at Oneida and participates in
blood drives.
ORIGINALLY founded as Lawrence United Charities for the purpose of raising money for charitable and educational purposes
within the community and the nation, Lantern has expanded its
program, at student ~equest aIK1
interest, to include service projects here and in related areas
both during the school year and
through the summer.
The hospital projects are centered around recreational activities and socializing with the patients. Students visit the Outaga.
mie County hospital on Tuesooy
and Thursday nights of alternating weeks, playing cards or
games, dancing with the patients
or sharing conversation .and refreshments with them.
Every other Sunday afternoon ,
some students visit with patients
at Winnebago for two to three
hours.
"WE spend most of our time in

conversation with them," said retiring Lantern Chairman James
Walrath . "We're a new face, a
new person to talk, and they enjoy that. "
The Morgan School project was
originally brought to the attention.
of Lantern through members of
Alpha Chi Omega sorority. The
women had established and were
providing leadership for a Girl
Scout troop. which met during the
noon recreation period.
Today, Lawrence students may
be found at Morgan School any
day of the week, conducting craft
classes, giving piano lessons, lead-.
ing singing groups, and working
with the Girl Scout or Boy Scout
troops .
THE most recent Lantern project is work with the Oneida Indians. Members of the steer!ng
board met with State Director
Carl Bruno and representatives of
the Oneida ·community last fall to
investigate program possibilities
with the community.
To date, two visits have been
made to Oneida when the students
h,ave helped with general improvement and work projects.
Lantern also sponsors a student information service, headed
by Wendy McClure and Becky
Walcott. 1Miss (McClure collects
and makes available information
on work camps and projects in
which students may participate
.
during the summer and the school
year.
MISS Walcott has charge of
campus programs which feature
discussions and movies as specific
work projects on miban, suburban
and rural sociological development.
WEEKEND SPECIAL ~
As a charitable organization,
Friday Noon Unti I
~~ Lantern places far more emphaMonday, 9 a .m .
. sis on charity than organization.
"We have many ideas of projects
we would like to undertake" stated Diane Jensen, new chairman,
"but we prefer to have the stuA Day -Plus 10c a Mile
dents wo are interested in a proj:.
105 East Franklin Street
ect develop it themselves.
"Somtimes it helps to have a
APPLETON
service closely connected to LanFor Reservations Call
tern; sometimes it doesn't. LanRE 9-2346
tern is here to help when the students or community ask for it:·
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Contains everything you need
for enjoyable
stereophonic high fidelity:

Appleton, Wisconsin

''OBEROS Revolucionarios" is one of a set of 85 woodcuts :of the Mexican Revolution from the Downer collection now on exhibit in the Art center.
·

MUSIC El>UCATION
29 Conducting will be given at
9:20 MWF in Term III.
56 Piano Pedagogy. offered in
1965-66, will be given in alternate

The OUTAGAMIE COUNTY BANK · j
11

1

9: 20 TI'S by Mr. Winslow.
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Girls' Dorm To Hold
Open House Friday
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Conkey' s, Proprietor Thelin
Seem Campus 'Institutions'

By BARBARA A. BRYANT
"RUNNING A book store isn'.t enough," said Howard S. Thelin, proprietor of
Conkey's. "You have to know who you are dealing with. Thelin certainly does
know 'who he is dealing with, as witnessed by the fact that Conkey's has become
aii institution at Lawrence. Its
boundaries extend far beyond
to belong to."
It was either Lawrence or Dartthose of a book store.
mouth , and strange as it may
YES, you went in a few weeks
seem, he chose Appleton because
ago to buy all of the books for
your courses, but his merchan- his wife's relatives live nearby.
dise does go beyond " Revising the
THELIN helps
at
athletic
High School CmTiculum" and events, clocking the track team
''The Age of the Scholar.''
and the swimmers; almost any
It includes the complete Lan Saturday afternoon in the fall he
Fleming, recordings of medieval can be found at a Lawrence footlyric poetry ·and little books chock ball game , and he was great help
full of Japanese adages: all vital to the percular College Bowl team.
~ the college student.
Most of all, he takes a personal
Conkey's serves as a bank for
interest in many of the students
those caught broke after the busi- . here. He is proud of any student
ness office has closed. Finally, employee who does well in school.
one always finds delinquent stuHe said he had "shared grief
dents browsing among his second- with many students and shared
hand books, or looking through some success with many students
bis prints or . just giggling at his too. "
contemporary cards, all of which
HE builds "friendships with the
are hand-picked. Con.key's has
student and the student's parbecome a form of procrastination ents," starting from the time that
for some.
they come as prospectives, and
NOT only his bookstore, but
buy their first Lawrence sweat•
Thelin himself has become an in- shirts.
stitution at Lawrence.
He said that often when an
He came to Lawrence and Ap- alumnus returns to the alma mapleton the same year as Douglas
ter he comes to Conkey's to see
Knight. For 18 years prior to that
how the place has changed .and
he had been a textbook salesman to visit with him.
for a Chicago publishing house.
Wherever there are Lawrence
By 1954 he had decided that he students, alumni or faculty, there
wanted "a table to put my legs
are books from Conkey's. Thelin
under at night, and a community
said that during the summer he

- - ROVING REPORTE.R-===============:-1

The Writing on the Wall
By NANCY L. KAPLAN
IN AN EFFORT to include more student opinion in

its interior, the Lawrentian feature editors have sent
out a roving reporter to poll students' answers. to tlre
vital question " If something permanent were to be painted on the
wall under the Brokaw bridge,
what would you like it to be? "
The answers we received showed
quite a lot of variety, little originality and a certain amount of
depth.
IT appeared harq for many to
go out on . such a hypothetical
limb, so suggestions such as a
favorite quotation, painting or
thought were made.
App,arently stimulated by last
week's account of architectural
developments at Lawrence, one
of the first replies was "Down
with Shattuck." It was suggested
that this might be sub-titled
''Down with Colman, S.age, Trever, Plantz," etc.
At a loss for words, another of
our contributors mentioned that
it would be nice to have "something cool ," and elaborated by
suggesting '' a modern art-type
design."
GETTING down to more immediate ideas , " Abolish skateboard
ing, " from a Colman resident,
an<l " End madras " were proposed.
As f.ar as the more explicit art
suggestions went, there were two
unrelated votes for "Water Lilies"
by Monet, a request for "American Gothic" by Grant Wood and
one for the Dada of Mona Lisa
with ,a Moustache.
Inspired into research, a small
delegation came up with, "He who
lau ghs has not yet heard the terrible tidings." They also suggested "Remember" in large print.
FOR those who buy their bQQks
outside Wisconsin, the humor in

"Good grief! It's Daddy !" from
" Candy" was sugges led.
A familiar and apropos quotation, "whatthehell whatthehell
whatthehell," was suggested,
while "soulwise, these are trying
times" fulfills another need.
For the sake of consolation,
" The weed is an unloved flower"
seems to help. A simple "Yuk"
was approved because it would
have the double utility of being
faintly amusing and at the same
time, it was thought, would help
vent emotions .
ON the theme of more serious
thoughts , we have Keats ' ultim atum " . . . and all ye need to
know." Another contribution was.
"Had we but world enough , and
time," which seems applicable to
our situation. In the realistic vein ,
"all this and heaven too" was proposed.
Finally, a large painting of an
iceberg, both the visible and the
submerged portions, was suggested to remind us of how much we
know and how much more there
still is to learn .

gorl'

ships books to Lawrentians all
over the world who find themselves out of ·touch with the published world.
ms stock is geared to fit the
Lawrence community. There are
the books for courses, books from
suggested reading lists, objects of
all shapes and sizes stamped with
the inimitable L. U. , vital necessities for students such as notebooks
and pens, prints for decorating
their institutional green walls and
so on.
He has travel books for students who travel and books on
marriage for those so inclined.
Speaking of marriage, Thelin asserted th.at "A girl should have
three things before she gets married: a course in shorthand, a fur
coat and a cookbook."
He believes that a person upgrades himself as he reads , starting with comic books ( and there
are some good ones apparently) ,
and working up to fine literature.
ONE might begin with a few of
the great children's books he has;
do you remember " Charlotte's
Web" or "The Little Engine That
Could"?
He also has "Mary Poppins"
for new-found Poppinsophiles. Supercalif ragilisticexpialidocious.
Thelin reads a great deal in order to keep up with the literate
public and to keep his stock up to
date. The books that he cannot
read personally he assigns to
readers who report to him.
HIS own hobby or interest is the
German army. This interest was
aroused during World War II; he
admires the discipline and efficiency with which it is run.
The one souvenier which he
bro.ught home from the w.ar was a
hot water faucet from Hitler's
bathtub in Berchtesgaden.
As he stood on the, patio where
Hitler had entertained. he noticed
that the bombing had bared the
plumbing fLxtures, and there wa s
the faucet. He took it an d still
has it.
BEING in an excellent objective
position to view students past and
present, Thelin observed that
there is " no longer the typical
Joe College."
He feels that because today's
collegiate had to work so hard to
get into college, he wants to stay
there. He noted that the student
at Lawrence is enthusi-astic and
that in great part this enthusiasm
stems from the faculty here.
JOURNALISTS

Students interested in working for the Lawrentian are invited to come to ,the Lawrentian office, room B-6 Main
hall, at 7: 15 p.m. Tuesday or
Wednesday or at 4:30 next
Friday.

THERE'S NO CHARGE

Dear Marge,
My boyfriend mxl I were calmly
Indian wrestling on the lounge
floor of my dorm when a caUoused figure was felt looming over
us , LWA rulebook in hand. It immediately quoted the hackneyed
''Lounge conduct shall be above
the reproach of parents and visitors ."
Now I ask you, Marge, how
foolishly ambiguous can you get?
Members of the above groups
could be the Pope or a trollop .
Either t he rules should be clarified or cut altogether. And besides,
what's wrong with a little healthy
exercise? Can you suggest any
sort of gauge to go by to avoid
t his ambiguity?
ONE WHO HAS BEEN
DE-ACTIV ATEO

*

,:r,

*

Dear One ,
Let me first set you straight on
a specific point in your letter :
the Pope ·could not be a membei·
of the first group you mention :
we definitely hope that the calibre
of our visitors is far superior to
your other lowly estimate.
I do acknowledge , however ,
that thereis validity to your complafot. We all have different
standards , to be sure, and a reasonable mean must be reached. If
I were t o give you an answer it
would be dictating to you. I feel
you and the gals in your dorm
should discuss the matter and propose specific rules to the proper
authorities.
Si'..1cerely,
MARGE

Dear Marge,
My true love , alas. is beneath
me socially but her modest downcast eyes ·a nd unassuming servile

attitude have forever captured
my heart. One might at first overlook her for she is usually to be
found incognito behind the facade
of yellow bag and hairnet.
But Marge , as I go through the
Colman lunch line, I'm just another plate to her. I fain would attempt communication of some
sort-my condition is that desperate-but she is always flanked
by a little partridge-like woman
whose presence makes her silent
and withdrawn.
Though we have never spoken
I know we were meant for each
other. Man , it just sends me the
way she put gravy into my potatoes . P lease tell me how I can
overcome the "counter barrier"
and make our medium of exchange something other than
food.
Sincerely,
HOT POTATO

* * *

Dear Hot Pot.ato,
Your first prnblem obviously
is to get her eyes off the 1adle
and onto you. You might try an
overwhelming dose of English
Leather or little notes wrapped
in cellophane that you could unobtrusively let fall into the
gravy. After the recognition scene
takes place you will be in a much
better position to build up a solid
relationship in about two years
( provided she works almost every
meal). Lastly, by offering to take
her away from all this you will
become irresistibly attractive especially with the added inducements of higher wages, shorter
hours and better working conditions .
Love,

MARGE

Oh?

~- Attd what
bait cat1

hook
everyone?

~-
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From the Editor's Deslc.

Expanding Our _S cope
Each spring, the student government at Lawrern;e
selects pew people to head its various committees and
direct the .social life of the institution. Those applying
for committee heads need fulfill no rigorous qualifications beyond a reasonable knowledge of the activities of the organization and a willingness to direct
these ,a ctivities toward the best ends possible; applicants need not even 'be directly associated with the
Senate.
·The Senate composes committees. to look into and
organize those aspects of the students' social life of
which the liberal education ,a t Lawrence is supposed
to make them aware. This sphere of .the students' _influence has increased in recent years; the record turnout in this year's presidential election seems to have
emphasized student concern in .this area.
But in this spring's selelction of committee heads
the old problem has appeared. Petitioners from Handbook, Prospective Student, Special Projects, Homecoming and Social committees were unopposed; worse,
there were no petitions for Speakers' committee de·sp-ite the extended deadline and waiving of experience
requirements.
There app,e ars to be some feeling on campus that
these Senate committees have less function and power
than we ,a re generally led to believe, that .they are
greatly show; and that this is sufficient reason to
s,corn assocfation with .t hem. If so, perhaps we should
abolish them.
But these commlttees are important channels for
express,ion of student opinions and as such are not
me1:e show; the effectiveness of their functioning
wh1.ch depends primarily on student sup,port, is on·e
basis for apprajsal of student responsibility.
While the present set-up of these committees may
~omewhat limit their scope and powers, dynamic leadership could help to expand their role, increas1e their
powers and prove ·that the students are worthy ,o f selfgovernment in broad areas.
·
Let us hope that we are not content to stop or slide
backward; we must continue to work for increasing
resp~c~ .f?r our opinions on an ever-widening range
poss1b1hbes.: the place to start is by fulfilling our present obligations.
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PROGRAMX
Jim Choudoir
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
9:30-10:30 .p .m.

on WHBY -

1230 on Every Dial

By L. LEE DODDS
"'ALAS' said the mouse, 'the world is growing smaller every day. At the b~ginning it ~as so big that I was afrai_d, I kept running and running, and I was·
glad when at last I saw: walls far away .to the right and left, but these long walls
have narrowed so quickly that I
am in the last chamber already,
and there in the corner stands the
trap that I must run into."
" 'YOU only need to change
your direction,' said the cat, and
ate it up."
This quotation, from Franz
Kafka's "The Great Wall of
China," provides us with a rather
foreboding theme for Encampment '65-almost as forebioding, in
fact, as the remarks which some
faculty member has made concerning the purposes of this "erotic wekend in the woods."

In response to the growing cynicism surrounding the whole idea
of Encampment, I would like to
present the topics which will be
discussed and hopefully justify
the purposes of such a venture.
FOR indeed, the steering board
is well aware of the criticisms
imposed upon the concept of Encampment and has made every
effort to initiate a ' theme and set
of topics which will not only stimulate constructive criticism of existing problems on campus, but
which will provide, possibly, the
machinery for informing the whole
campus of the issues, in an endeavor to accelerate any improvements :that are suggested.
The topics for discussion are
under the general headings:
"Grueling Ruling," "The Organization School," "Dementia in
Lawrentia," and "Open End."
They all fall under the general
theme of "Change Your Direction."

The basis for this selection of
topics is one which emanates from
the steering board's endeavor to
come to grips with specific problems which either recurred in the
Encampment petitions or have
been the source of much criticism
this year ..
IN THE discussions of ruling,
for example, such well-gnawed
bones of contention as the car rule
will be attacked from new angles:
an attempt to understand the rule
will be made as well as an evaluation of its purposes.
In the discussions under "The

Organization School," a hopefully

Scienc·e Speaker
To Give Lecture
Sister Miriam Michael Stimson,
0 . P., professor of natural science and head of the division of
natural science, Siena Heights college, Adrian, Mich., will hold a
colloquium on ''The Use and
Abuse of KBr Discs in Spectrophotometry" next Tuesday, April
27, in Youngchild 161.
·Sister Miriam is one of the coinventors of the potassium-bromide disc technique which has
made possible the study of many
compounds as pt'.ire solids. Her address, relating to physics, biology
and chemistry, will concern the
technique.
Sister Miriam earned a B. S.
degree at Siena Heights, and M.
S. and Ph. D. degrees at Institutum Divi Thomae. She also studied at the Universities of Michigan and Chioago.
Her interests have centered on
the irradiated pyrimidines, fundamental to an understanding of ultraviolet light as a producer of
mutations, and studies by the disc
method of infrared and ultraviolet
·absorption in the soiid state.
A recipient of the Charles Williams Award in 1942, she is a
member of the American Chemi•
cal society, the American Physical
society, the Coblentz society, the
Society of Applied Spectroscopy,
and the American Association of
'Physics Teachers.

fresh look .at the mechanized,
grade-mongering automation of a
student will be probed. "Dementia in Lawrentia" will deal with
prob1ems in residence halls. . .. .

The important thing, that which
will be stressed emphatically on
this so-called "euphemized threeday drunk," will be the change of
direction , the change of views, the
exchange of old myths for new
realities.
THIS has been a year of settlement after the fervor of innovations; it is, then, an ideal time to
evaluate the changes which have

been wrought.
No one who has been on Enoampment before will deny that
the atmosphere is a bit more relaxed, shall we say, than that of
the campus.

No one who has ever greeted the
Wolf river on Saturday morning
with a suede tongue can deny that
there is more .to Encampment
than discussion; but after this
year's trek, no one will be able to
deny that what used to be abstract, general and useless arguments can evolve into a constructive and enlightening experience..

FILM FILE

L

'Jalsaghar'
Edited by EDWARD DUSOWSKY - -

IN INDIA there is Satyajit Ray, 44, a one-time commercial artist in Calcutta who has proved himself oile
of cinema's greatest natural talents. His first six filmg
reflect the delicate pen and ink
drawings Ray makes for each
scene set-up.
HIS first three pictures, "Pather
Panchali," "Aparajito" and "The
World of Apu," made up a trilogy
that speaks a thousand volumes
about life in India and stands as
the film classics of the Asian
cinema.
The fiJms that follow it ("Devi,"
"Two

Daughters," "The Music
are even more occomplished. As reflections of India,
they are quiet films, as all deep
things are quiet. They are not in
a hurry to happen; they take time
to live. They are works of love
and nothing human is alien to
them.

Room")

"Jalsaghar" ("The· Music
Room") , made just before "The
World of Apu,," chronicles the last
days of an Indian nobleman. He
is a mandarin figure, unable to
come to terms with the material
progress that has occurred during his life.
HE represents the erosion of an
old order; he is continually afflicted with financial worries and has
to suffer the loss of a son in a terrible storm.
Only his love of music keeps

him alive ,and he holds continual
recitals in his derelict mansion-.
The film is remarkable for its
calm. tranquil atmosphere.

The music used by Ray is particularly bewitching to a Western
audience, and the concert that
provides the -climax of the old
man's life is one of the most serene sequences in Ray's work.
ALL Ray's films are memorable
on two accounts: in each of them,
despite his inattention to evil and
violence, "his vision is so luminous and intense that nothing appears insignificant, and even the
smallest details of his characters'
daily life become dramatic and
engrossing ("Ivo Jarosy" )."
Ray always manages to present
his char,acters in a sympathetic
light, however stupid or illogical
they may appear. He resembles
Renoir ("Rules of the Game") in
this respect.
It is to Ray's eternal credit that

he has disregarded the box--0ffice
and the result is that his work is
remarkably unsophisticated. The
beauty of his images-made more
apparent by the sparse dialogueis such that one bears easily with
the leisurely pace of his films .

•---INSTANT THEATRE

'General Barbara'
By DAWSON B. PECK
Hubert the Banker: a fat man

with a gold bicycle.
General Barbara: a beautiful
leader of the revolution.
(Hubert is furiously peddling
his gold bicycle through Surewould Forest. General Barbara is lying on a blanket
smiling at the slow, agonizing progress being made by
the fat man.)
Hubert: (noticing Barbara, he
stops beside her blanket ) 'I'm late.
My bank is supposed to open in
twenty minutes-I'm lost and my
bank is supposed to open in twenty minutes. I have all the money
in the world hidden inside this
bag-my bank can't function without this hag and I'm late.
Barbara: (softly) Do you like
my long blonde hair? Do you lLl<e
my long tan legs? Sit here on
the corner of my blanket and let
the sun be nervous. Relax-here
-next to me.
Hubert: Don't you understand?
All the world depends on me-on
my bank-and it won't open on
time. Today, I'm not successful.
The board will replace me. They
have already talked about replacing me.
Barbara: (softly) The sun has

made me golden brown and warm
and qui-et. It will warm you and
give you pleasure here---0n my
blanket next to me.
Hubert: You don't underst . ...
You're not dressed-You're really
not dressed-You sit here on the
road in front of everyone and
you're not even· dressed.
Barbara: The sun covers meit makes me · warm-let the sun
make you warm with me.
Hubert: I'm finished . Rest.
Rest. I'm a failure. I like your
long blonde hair .I like your long
blonde legs . <Hubert crawls onto
the blanket and rests.)
Barbara: Did you say all the
money in the world? Did you say
all the money in the world is in
that bag? Isn't the bicycle gold?
I feel the sun burning my l!)ng,
tan legs.
(Barbara disappears behind the
bush and suddenly reappears
·
dressed in her uniform. )
Hubert: That's the uniform of
the revolution! You've tricked
me-me, Hubert the Banker! ·
(General Barbara stabs Hubert,
grabs the bag, mounts the goid
bicycle and peddles furiously
singing, "Let a Smile Be Your
Umbrella."

Schultz Cops Honors
In Track T earn Win
LAWRENCE'S track team remained undefeatect by
·e dging Beloit 68-63 in a dual meet on Wednesday at
t he Beloit track. The hero of the meet was Dick Schqltz
who, besides copping two firsts
and a second in individual events.
was a member of the winning mile
relay team which clinched the
hurdlers to place made an otherViking victory.
THE inability of the Lawrence
wise possible rout a tight meet
which was not decided until the
last event. Knight of Beloit won
both hurdles, taking the 120-yard
highs in 1·5.4, and the 220-yard lows
in 25.3.
Schultz
added
his
second
straight wins in the 100-yard dash
and the broad jump. His winning
time in the 100-yard dash was an
impressive 10.4, while his 19'5"
broad jump was also good for a
first place. Schultz had a second
in the 220-yard dash to his credit.

Chuck Porter turned in an excellent winning 51 second quarter
mile, and he also anchored the
winning mile relay team. Ocain
of Beloit copped a mile victory in
4: 34.2, and took the 880-yard run
with a 2:04.9 docking.
MIKE Gannett and Henry Kaiser added second and third, respectively, to the Viking scoring
column in the 880, while Kim
Dammers and John Howe gained
second and third respectively in
t he mile.
Dammers came back strong
from his second in the mile to
'Score a two-mile victory in an excellent 10:32.0. Teammate Howe
gained his other third place in the
same event.

Beloit's Paisky took the 220 with
a 22.8. Gene Paulus added a third
for the Vikes in the 100-yard dash.
THE Vikes proved strongest in
the field events as they scored
five out of six runs, including a
sweep in the discus. In the whole
meet the Vikes forged a nine-to-six
margin in first places.
Gordon of Beloit went 5 feet 10
inches in the high jump for a first
place. Mike O'Fallon notched a
th.il-d for Lawrence.

Bob Pepper, the 1964 conference
champ and record ~Ider, went 12
feet in the pole vault for his best
effort of the season, and a Viking
win. 'Dave Crowell added a third
in this event as he did in the
javelin.
ROGER Bjornstad led a Viking sweep of the 1iscus with a
heave of 109' 71h". Don Gurney
took a second and Larry Wilson
a third in the same event. With a
throw of 139' 8%' ' Wilson also
gained a javelin victory.
1

d

THE VIKING cindermen practice their starting for their coming meet with Carleton. They defeated Beloit Wednesday 68-63 to remain undefeeted.

Lawrence Golfers Triumph
Over Beloit, Stevens Point

The Vikes clinched the victory
with a 3:35.1 clocking in the mile
relay, good for first and 13 sec-

onds faster than their time against
Knox. The members of this relay
were Schultz, Bob Bonewicz, Gannett and Porter.
With this victory under their
belt the Viking cindermen stay at
home this Saturday to meet Carleton in a dual meet at Whiting
Field at 1: 00 p.m.

THE VIKING golfers found the mild 70-degree
weather and the green Beloit Counrty club much
their liking last Wednesday as they opened the season

to

Lawrence to Host Regatta
For Five Midwest Colleges
THIS WEEKEND Lawrence is hosting the Area C
elimination regatta for the Midwestern Collegiate
Sailing association. The regatta will be held . at .t he
Nodaway Yacht dub in Neenah,
on Lake Winnebago, tomorrow
and Sunday. Five schools will be
participating in this competition :
Lawrence, Marquette, University
of Wisconsin, Notre Dame and
Purdue.
THE teams which finish first
and second in the competition
will move on to the finals of the
MCSA competition to be held at
Ohio Wesleyan university on the
weekend of !May 15.
In each of the two classes of
eompetition, A and B, each team
will enter one boat for one run.

Skippers for the Lawrence boat..5
will be Bob Duncan and Jim
Thompson. Duncan's crew will be
Dave Barnard; Thompson's second is still unsure. Though most
of the races will run Saturday, the
regatta will finish up on Sunday,
if necessary.
ALTHOUGH sailing is not a
well-known sport on the Lawrence
campus, Lawrence has been participating in MCSA competition
for the last four years. This is ,
however, the first regatta Lawrence has ever hosted.
Senior Bob Duncan has taken
charge of making most of the
1>rep,arations for this big event,
which involves securing rooms
for the visiting sailors as well as
preparing the yacht club for competition.

Last weekend Lawrentians Jim
Thompson and J ohn Eide travelled
to Detroit to participate in an
eight-school regatta and copped
a fifth place rating. Although all
the schools in this regatta are
much larger than Lawrence, the
Vikes are still hoping to pull an
upset and qualify for the finale at
Ohio Wesleyan.
"WE hope," says Duncan, "to
run a smooth and efficient operation out there this weekend. We
believe that we have one of the
finest physical set-ups for sailing
of any in the country and we'd
like to prove it by handling this
opportunity well.
"The Yacht Club is also used for
our advanced and beginning sail-

·
ing classes, and with our total of
18 boat..5, we :feel that we have excellent facilities. I expect an interesting week-end and I'm sure
we'll send two good teams to the
finals."

Go West

1

with easy wins over both Beloit
and Stevens Point.
ERIC Schulenburg led all three
teams with a steady 39-39-78, becoming the only man to break 80.
The Vikes played two dual
matches at the same time, beating
Beloit lOYz to 4% and . Stevens
Point 12% to 2Y2. A point is
awarded to each golfer for winning the first nine holes in match
play, for winning the second nine
holes, and for winning the medal
play over 18 holes.

·
but came back strong on the last
nine when he unleashed a drive
to the fringe of the 337-yard fifteenth hole and chipped close for
a birdie. He finished 43-39-82.
Mike Katz made an even more

Lawrence won on baianced
scoring as Tom Hedin, Mike Katz
and Harley Holt all {:arded 82' s
and Larry Newman shot an 83.
HEDIN, playing number one,
had his troubles on the front sii:le

Harley Holt zipped around the
front nine in 39 but had sand trouble on number sixteen where he
took a quadruple bogie. His 39-43
-82 was good enough to take all
six points at number five position.
TIDRD man Larry Newman
carded a 41-42-83 which won 51h
points against some weak opponents.

spectacular comeback. After touring the front nine in a walloping
46, a birdie on number ten got him
on the right track. He came in
with one over-par to take three
of a possible six points from his
opponents.

BLOOD DRIVE
A blood drive will be held from
12-5 p.m. May 10 and 10 am.
to 3 p.m. May 11 in Neenah.

Students between the ages of
18 and 21 must have a written
consent slip from their parents. For more information
call Louise Kustner, 351

Goerke Tops Turner
In P®I Tournament
The pool tournament, which was
held in the Union pool room, saw
18 players vie for the title over
a three-week period. The finals
of this tournament, which is a
round-robin straight-pool challenge
affair, were held on April 7.
Cliff Goerke tipped John Turner
in two games, 50-37 and 50-44, in
this tournament, to cop the championship and finish with a perfect
8-0 mark. Kurt Euller and Fred
Murray tied for third 'Place.
On April 11 Goerke and Turner
gave a- demonstration, for the
benefit of Lawrence's would-be
women poolplayers of the skills
which aided them throughout the
tournament.

Young Man
Paint and Art Centre

ON YOUR WAY, STOP AT

TheMARK

BICYCLES BUilT FOR TWO!
FOR RENT
at

Northgate Skelly
"GO FOR A PICNIC ON · A BIKE"
105 W . Northland Ave., Corner of Oneida and Old 41
Conven ie nt Bus Service - RE 3-9973

PICTURE FRAMING

Sponsor of

Standard and Custom Sizes

Reneita Galleries

ART SUPPLIES
ART BOOKS
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MR. EARL WILSON
or ...

108 South Oneida Street
Across from the Zuelke Building

JOHN ZIMMERMAN

Viking Baseball Team Splits
Double ·Header with Beloit
THE LAWRENCE baseball team, after having their
first four games washed out, finally managed to "beat"
the weather, but they picked up only a split in their
1

The
twin bill against Beloit.
games, which were hekl at Beloit
on Wednesday , saw the Vikes
crush Beloit, 14-2, in the opener ,
only to los
a squeaker in the
nightcap, 6-5.
THE pitching and hitting of cocaptain Steve Bernsten, along with
the hitting help of Jack Harwood .
hi ghlighted the season opener.
Bernsten fashioned nine str ikeouts
in limiting Beloit to two runs in
the five innin gs he worked.
Bill Prange finished the game
which was called after six innings because of the rule which
states that if · a team leads by 10
runs at any time after the fifth
inning the game will end at t.hat
time.
Along with his fine pitching performance, Bernsten knocked in
four runs with a bunt single and
a baces-loaded triple. Harwood
had a triple and a double to· drive
in two runs , while Duane Mertl
and Jim Lynum each drove in two
runs.
THE other co-captain, Mike
O'Neill, turned in a fabulous defensive game at his shortstop spot,
cutting off many potential Beloit

VARSITY BASEBALL coach Clyde E. Rusk works
with his fielders during a recent practice session. Th_e
Viking team opened its season by splitting a doubleheader with Beloit.

Quad Baseball Underway;

Phi Delts and Fijis Triu01ph
THE SPRING sports schedule finally got under way
this week with the opening of the interfraternity softball season. Bowling is still in progress and has another week to go. Next week will
bring the beginning of the tennis
competition , and the spring schedule will be in full swing.
In softball Monday, in the opening game of the softball season ,
the Phi 'Delts trounced the Betas
11-4. The winning pitcher for the
Phi Delts was freshman Steve
Wilson. Wilson, showing excellent
speed with a softball, kept the
Betas pretty well in control the
whole game. Meanwhile, the Phis
jumped on starting pitcher Rod
Clark for four -runs in the first inning and were never headed.
Clark was replaced in the second inning by Dick Witte who did
a fine job from there on out, but
was plagued by erratic support in
a couple of innings. The general
story of the game was too much
hitting power for the Phi Delts,
and a Jack of it by the Betas .
Tuesday, the Fijis downed the
Delts easily, 13-7. Leading the
Fijis was pitcher Gary Schutt,
who, while controlling the Delts,
knocked out two hits, as did third
baseman Ken Luckhardt. Rick
Detienne, the 'Delt pitcher, experienced control problems, giving up
10 walks, and was backed up by

a weak defense which committed
10 errors. The Fijis exhibited a
good defense and heads-up play,
particularly on the bases.
Handball was finally finished
with the, Sig Eps beating the
Betas and taking third place in
the final standings as far as supremacy points are concerned.
The Betas remain in third · place
and the Sig Eps remain in fifth,
but dose the gap between themselves and the fourth-place Delts.
In bowling last week, the Delts
moved into first place by taking
two out of three from the Betas
and the Fijis dropped into second
by losing two of three to the Phi
Taus. Due to a confusion in rules
concerning forfeits, the Sig Eps
and the Phi Delts did not meet as
scheduled.

As of now, no decision was
made as to the outcome. The present bowling standings are:
Delt .. . . .. . ... .. . 17
10
Fiji .. . . . .... . ... 16
11
Phi Taus . . . . . . . . 15
12
Sig Ep .. . . . . . . . . 12
12
Beta . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
15
Phi Delt . . . . . . . . . 6
18

hits with hhs fielding.
The Vikes scored two runs in
the second inning, exploded for
five more in the third, and ended
the game with seven more in the
sixth. In the third and sixth innings they batted through t.be
lineup.
Be rnsten'..s chances for a shutout were ruined wJ1en Beloit
bunched an error , a double, and
two walks for their two runs . The
winning pitcher was Bernsten,
while Dave Berg took the Joss.
THE Vikes started the seco.nd
game as though they were going
to duplicate their first game's efforts as they ran up a quick 3-0
lead. Harwood accounted for two
of these runs by hitting a home
run with Jim Lynum on board , via
a single.
O'Neill scored the third run on
an error. In the fifth the Vikes ran
the score to 4-0 on a walk to Bruce
Elliott, and a double by Chris
Isely.
Beloit, which had been held
scoreless through the first four
innings, suddenly came to life as
they pounced on Isely for six runs

Varsity Tennis Tea01 Edges
Frosh In lntersquad Ga111e ·

in the fifth. The highlight of the
inning was Morse's grand slam
homer.
ALTHOUGH Isely had good control, he allowed no walks , he fell
apart in the fifth as he was touched for four singles and an erTor,
to account for the six runs .
Lawrence tried to catth up irr
the sixth, as they trailed by two.
6-4, but they fell one run short.
They scored on a passed ball, and
with Bernsten on third and Harwood on first, Harwood was
thrown out attempting to steal
second. Paul Clark flew out for
the third out leaving the tying runner stranded on third.
Isely led the second game in
hitting with a double and a single. good for one r.b.i. but Harwood led in the r.b.i. department
as he totaled three, giving him
five for the day. The winning
pitcher was Ludwig, while Isely
was shackled with the loss.
COACH Clyde E. Rusk felt that
the cancellation of last Saturday's
doubleheader
against Oshkosh
definitely had an effect on the
team's play. He also felt that this
year 's team , at this point in the
season: looks better than last
year's team.
Tomorrow the Vikings will be at
home for a twin bill against
Carleton. The games will be played at 1:00 p.m. at the Kimberly
ball park.

1

"THE FRESHMEN played very well, and the meet
turned out close to what I expected," said Ronald J.
Roberts, tennis coa<1 h, after the varsity tenniSi team
barely edged the frosh 5r4. The
meet, . which was held at the Lawrence courts last Saturday, saw
the varsity drop four of the six
singles matches, but come back
strong with three victories in the
doubles matches .
PAT Kenney, who ranks number
five in the state 18 year and unde r division, downed varsity ace
Dave Cooper 6-3 , 7-5.

John Bertram scored one of the
v,arsity's
single victories by
upending Bob Krohn 6-3, 7-5. John
Beldo edged Tom Thomas 6-4, 6-3
for another freshman triumph.

two

Freshman Wayne Bass fell to
Bob B.Jetzinger 6-3, 6-4 , but Brian
Bock added a 6-4, 6-4 win to the
freshmen scoring column by
knocking off Doug Opel. Bob Van
'Domelen defeated Nick Vogel 6-3,
6-3 for the fourth frosh win of the
day.
ALTHOUGH they outplayed the

NEED
A NEW HANDBAG?
Choose from over 1000 models
at Pah-Low 's.
Priced from $3 to $100

PAH-LOW'S
Luggage - Gifts- Leather Goods
Downtown Appleton

varsity in the singles matches, the
freshmen found it tough going in
the doubles as they dropped all
three matches .
Cooper and Bertram scored a
6-1, 8-6 win over the frosh duo of
Kenney ,and Beldo, while Thomas
and Bletzinger notched doubles
victory number two by downing
freshmen Krohn and Bass. Opel
and Vogel edged Bock and Van
Domelen 4-6, 6-1, and 6-4 in the
day's only match which went
three sets.
Roberts felt that this meet helped the varsity, and at the same
time, gave him a chance to see
the freshmen in action.

Held Over!

TECHNICOLOR®
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!I Dee Robb & the Robbins !I
Saturday, April 24, 1965
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II

THE CATALINAS
Wedensday, April 28

The RAVENO
Highway 114, 3 miles West of Neenah
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A Few New Titles . • •
1. MIOHEL BUTOR by Leon S. Roudiez
2. EUGENE IONESCO by Leonard C. Pronko
3. C. P. S:NOW by Robert Gorham Davis
4. E. M. FORSTER 'b y Han--y T. Moore
NEW MacMILLAN TITLES
1. THE NEW HISTORY by Robinson
2. IDSTORICAL WARFARE OF SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY by White
2 new Sweatshirts-Kodel Gray and Green - $2.95
l\1EW SCIENCE TITLES
1. THE AMERICAN SOLDIER by Stouffer , etal 2 vols.
2. MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY by Paul Schilder

~

i

3. THE HISI'ORIOAL BACKGROUND IN OHE!M:ISTRY by Henry M. Leicester
4. OPERATIONAL PIDLOSOPHY ~ Anatol Rapoport
5. THE SERVANTS OF POWER by Loren Baritz
6. THE FRONTIERS OF ECONOMIC KNOWLEDGE ESSAYS by Arthur F.
Burns
7. TRAINING RESEARCH IN EDUCATION by Robt. Glaser
8. THE HOPI OHIW by Wayne Dennis
9. EXPERJ:MENTS ON MASS COMMUNICATION by C. I. Hovland, A. A.
Lunsdaine, F. D. Sheffield

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE

